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Animating Absence: The Motion 
Capture of the Phantom Limb

Nathan Blake

Before Silas Weir Mitchell coined the term “phantom limb” in 

18711 based on his observations of American Civil War veterans, 

he wrote a fictional case of quadruple amputee George Dedlow 

who, after discovering that his legs are gone, continues to sense 

their presence.2 When his remaining arm is removed, he calculates 

that “half of his sensitive surfaces” have been destroyed and con-

cludes that the loss of any part “must lessen this sense of his own 

existence.”3 Thus “diminished,” Dedlow finds himself at a séance. 

After contacting a number of deceased loved ones, the medium 

raps a pattern on the table: the serial numbers of Dedlow’s legs, 

which have apparently been cataloged by the U.S. Army Medical 

Museum. At this point the protagonist recounts:

Suddenly I felt a strange return of my self-consciousness. I was re-individ-

ualized, so to speak. A strange wonder filled me, and, to the amazement 

of every one, I arose, and, staggering a little, walked across the room 

on limbs invisible to them or me. It was no wonder I staggered, for, as I 

briefly reflected, my legs had been nine months in the strongest alcohol. 

At this instant all my new friends crowded around me in astonishment.4

While this reunion is short-lived—the ghostly legs soon fade—and 

he remains an unhappy “fraction of a man,” he finds some solace 
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that when he dies he “shall rejoin the lost members of [his] corpo-

real family.”5

Mitchell believed that such phantoms were psychical replace-

ments of physical parts and that these proxy manifestations 

revealed how gravely the self could be fractured by amputation.6 

Yet this paranormal medium, as a channel of translation between 

present and past, presence and absence, life and death, stasis 

and animation, held the possibility of reconstituting the patient 

into a sensible or at least imagistic whole. As I argue throughout 

this essay, other forms of media are just as fantastic as Mitchell’s 

fiction in their perceived ability to animate phantom limbs and 

imbue their subjects with vitality. Specifically, this essay considers 

how phantasmagorical media contribute to notions of physical and 

social reintegration from the Civil War to the present in order to 

explore the implications of contemporary motion-capture technol-

ogy used for gait analysis and prosthesis integration for wounded 

veterans. While there is a growing field of scholarship on the use 

of motion capture for digital cinema and video games, and there 

is no shortage of research into its applications from medical sci-

ence and engineering perspectives, there is currently no scholar-

ship that explores the social and cultural dimensions of the systems 

developed for individuals recovering from severe injury or limb 

loss. In addressing this lacuna, I consider (1) the ways in which 

these recording and animation systems have informed the popu-

lar imagination of the technologically enabled body through the 

trope of the amputee veteran as a heroic overcomer and (2) the 

ways in which war trauma and recovery, as embodied by limb loss 

and prostheses, align with such imaging technologies.

To delimit the historical intersections of scientific imaging 

and the amputee veteran, I look at three wartime eras and their 

corresponding media: first, the American Civil War, the photo-

graphic image, and the mimetic prosthesis (crafted for appearance) 

through the studies of Silas Weir Mitchell and Oliver Wendell 

Holmes; second, World War I, the cinematographic motion study, 

and the mechanical prosthesis (crafted for function) through the 

long-exposure photograph, or chronocyclegraph, of Frank and 

Lillian Gilbreth; and finally, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and 

digital motion-capture analysis and therapy, particularly as it is 

implemented through the Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Envi-

ronment (CAREN) system. Together, this far-reaching span illus-

trates the ways in which processes of imaging and animation of the 

human body are also instrumental in representations of ingenuity 

and efficiency that ultimately disavow, and in a sense render invis-

ible, the traumas of war embodied by amputee veterans.
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Motion capture,7 now commonly used as a cinematic tech-

nique in which gestures and expressions of a subject are mapped 

onto virtual characters, is integral to ergonomic research and 

physical therapy. The term has entered the popular lexicon, and 

many filmgoers are aware of the general process involved in trans-

lating the performance of Andy Serkis into Gollum for The Lord of 
the Rings trilogy (Peter Jackson, 2001–2003) or Zoe Saldana into 

a Na’vi in Avatar (James Cameron, 2009). But what does it mean 

to “capture” motion? The earliest uses of the word, derived from 

the Latin captura (taking, seizing), are associated with forcible sei-

zure as a prize in war. By the 1970s, the term “capture” was used to 

describe the process of entering data into a computer. Of course, 

the traditions of modern bioscience have long involved taking—

that is, seizing or capturing—an organism as an object and break-

ing it into discrete and legible parts.8 Motion capture serves this 

scopic drive through its processes of entrapment and translation of 

movement into legible and quantifiable data; it territorializes and 

fragments the amorphous, objectlessness of lived duration itself. With 

sensors on the body and prosthesis alike, amputee veterans appear 

as a functional singularity through the system—a series of nodes 

that cohere as a virtual double. As subjects of bioengineering, they 

are re-formed as a “whole” through computations that abstract the 

body from its intransigent fleshiness into data points that suggest 

point-and-click malleability.

Over fifty thousand U.S. service members have been wounded 

in operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Many of these injuries 

were the result of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and other 

explosives that cause severe physical trauma. And yet, develop-

ments in body armor, medicine, and evacuation procedures mean 

that soldiers are surviving at a far greater rate than in any previ-

ous war. Accordingly, the amputation rate has soared; more than 

fifteen hundred veterans have lost at least one limb in cases that 

may have been fatal a generation ago.9 If psychological trauma 

remains hidden, veteran amputees are often all too spectacular. 

Such wounds—indexes of the largely invisible and distant wars 

themselves—are coupled with remarkable new prostheses set in 

motion through computer animation. Wrapped in sentimental 

narratives and spectacles of heroic will, these wounded warriors 

embody national reconstruction, social responsibility, and techno-

logical possibility.

As the passage from Mitchell’s story suggests, phantom limbs 

evoke corporeal ghosts, remnants from the past that manifest in 

the present. Motion capture similarly conveys or engenders an 

uncanny splitting or doubling, as the subject is multiplied through 
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a process of recording and computation. The phantom limb and 

techniques of motion capture alike complicate the ways in which 

body image serves to demarcate individual identity; they unsettle 

categories of lack and wholeness, absence and presence. The visual 

absence of the veteran’s limb casts a shadow of war onto the home 

front, while a phantom limb may haunt the amputee with the pres-

ence of the battlefield.

The Etiology of the Phantom

The etiology and pathophysiology of phantom limb pain (PLP) 

remains poorly understood. As film scholar Vivian Sobchack points 

out, “even the most reported and recurrent structural features of 

the ‘phantom limb’ must be taken as provisional rather than essen-

tial forms: that is, as inherently dynamic and open to myriad varia-

tions and meaning.”10 Reports of the incidence have varied widely 

in the past, but a growing body of literature indicates that 50 to 80 

percent of amputees may have PLP.11 In her recent book on the 

phantom limb and prosthetic technology, Cassandra S. Crawford 

argues that accounts of PLP skyrocketed in the 1980s and 1990s12 

but apparently subsided in the first decades of the twenty-first 

century. This may be due in part to a general acceptance of the 

phenomena, a willingness of patients to note such disturbances, 

and, perhaps, a growing recognition of pain as a management issue 

that can be objectified, codified, and localized. Of the many theo-

ries attempting to explain PLP, it appears that over the years they 

have, on the whole, migrated from the site of the amputation itself 

(peripheral theories), to the nervous system passageways within 

the body (central theories), to the brain itself (supraspinal and 

neuromatrix theories).13 Increasingly, the brain has become the 

object of inquiry in the understanding of any number of mental 

and physical processes, and cortical mapping and neuroimaging 

have allowed researchers to see phantoms as a utility, as “a win-

dow into the central nervous system.”14 A theory that may explain 

the apparent decline in PLP is that patients who lose a limb reor-

ganize areas of the brain associated with that limb; this elasticity 

may subsequently enable new forms of intervention on the part of 

the patient.15 Crawford notes that researchers have recently dem-

onstrated that prosthesis use decreases such cortical reorganiza-

tion, and this in turn correlates with pain reduction.16 Throughout 

her book, she emphasizes a reciprocal relationship between the 

phantom and the prosthesis. If the synthetic limb seems to alleviate 

PLP, phantoms enable successful prosthetization because they may 
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complement and animate the prosthesis. According to Crawford, 

throughout the mid-twentieth century,

phantoms were characterized as having innate animating properties; they 

had the intrinsic ability to vivify, to literally bring prostheses “to life,” and 

. . . the phantom felt “at home” when it was allowed to animate, when it 

was given the opportunity to express its essential attribute. Prostheses did 

not call out phantoms. Phantoms motivated prostheses.17

It seems that PLP tends to subside once such sensations can again 

be located, objectified, given a place. The prosthetic limb is incor-

porated into the body schema; in this sense, it animates the force 

of the phantom.

Paradoxically, phantom pain and sensation tend to imbue the 

amputated limb with a greater presence than the fully intact limb. 

According to medical doctor and philosopher Drew Leder, the body, 

when it is functioning smoothly and comfortably, is characterized 

by absence.18 Derived from the Latin absentia, “absence” in this case 

does not signify a missing body but rather a body away from conscious 

awareness. As he notes, “The body is ‘absent’ only because it is per-

petually outside itself, caught up in a multitude of involvements 

with other people, with nature, with a sacred domain.”19 In other 

words, awareness of an environment outside of the body—being-

in-the-world—depends upon the body’s “self-effacing transitivity.”20 

Vivian Sobchack, following philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 

similarly notes the “presence of absence” after her leg was surgi-

cally removed when she describes the uncanny experience of look-

ing and seeing “nothing.”21 For Leder, the body appears precisely 

in such dys- (the Greek prefix for “bad, hard, or ill”) states;22 phan-

tom pain thus dys-appears to the patient even, and especially, as 

she or he visually registers an absence. Even more unsettling for 

some patients, such dys-appearance may imbue the phantom with 

a sensation of viability and vitality—and indeed as more alive or 

animate than the intact limb. In 1952, Albert W. Cook and Wil-

liam H. Druckemiller wrote of a paraplegic patient who explained 

that “This one (left lower extremity) is here and dead, but this one 

(amputated extremity) is gone, yet it feels alive.”23

Presence/absence and living/dead categories dissolve in the 

ghostly presence of an absent limb. And, of course, pain itself is 

a major obstacle for medical quantification, as it is notoriously 

difficult to convey. If the “absent body” is contingent upon rela-

tive comfort, pain “tends to induce self-reflection and isolation”; its 

intensity effects a “spatiotemporal constriction.”24 As introceptive 

sensation, pain is not an object that can be exteriorized through 
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images or symbols in a simple or direct way.25 For Elaine Scarry, 

who contrasts pain with imagining, pain not only restricts percep-

tual awareness—as it may be amorphous, isolating, and consum-

ing—but also resists signification and indeed “actively destroys” 

language, “bringing about an immediate reversion to a state ante-

rior to language.”26 Intense pain can be overwhelming for one body 

while being virtually unnoticeable, indeed invisible, to another. 

And PLP in particular is doubly confounding, as the sensation lacks 

an object as such. Nevertheless, the phenomenon has been territo-

rialized on the brain itself: certain locations of the cerebral cortex 

tend to correlate with parts of the body, and neurologists look to 

these maps in order to understand and alleviate phantom pain. 

Along other lines, photographic and cinematographic studies of 

bodies with missing or damaged limbs also appear to disavow the 

asignifying aspects of pain; even if the images cannot register the 

sensation itself, as a visual component in rehabilitation and ergo-

nomics they historically imply that such media can indeed disci-

pline the unruly phantom and ultimately instill social and corporal 

reintegration.

The Analog Capture of the Phantom

Before the scientific etiology of PLP, it was a subject of folklore in 

which such sensations demonstrated an uncanny relation to the 

lost or destroyed limb. For example, a well-known tale from mid-

nineteenth-century Europe tells of an amputee who suffered ter-

rible crawling, twitching sensations in his missing leg. His friends 

found out where the leg was buried, dug it up, and found maggots 

eating it. They burned it, and the pain stopped. Another folktale 

tells of a man who complained of a swollen feeling in his phantom 

limb with frequent stinging or biting pains. He subsequently discov-

ered that his leg had been dumped into a body of water, and fish 

were likely biting the limb.27 On modern battlefields many limbs 

were lost entirely, and accounts that the amputee was “haunted” by 

this loss were common.28

When Silas Weir Mitchell coined the term “phantom limb” in 

1871, he explained the phenomena to a general audience as analo-

gous to another form of fantastic media: optography, an uncanny 

technique explored in the nineteenth century that attempted to 

retrieve the last image “recorded” on the retina of the eye at the 

moment of death.29 Although he dismissed optography as a fiction, 

Mitchell saw the phantom limb as a kind of somatic photograph 

that preserved the moment of the limb’s loss. He noted that such 
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amputated limbs are commonly perceived as remaining in the posi-

tion or state in which they had been removed. The sensation of a 

hand that had been crushed or burned, for example, remained 

long after its absence.30 If optography implies an alignment of 

photographic indexicality, medical (and criminal investigation) 

technology, and notions of haunting within the eye of the corpse, 

the phantom limb inscribes these upon the nervous system of the 

amputee.

At the same time that Mitchell began to note instances of 

phantom limbs in his Civil War patients, Oliver Wendell Holmes 

wrote of the ability of the “instantaneous photograph” to gain new 

insights into the “mechanism of walking.” In an 1863 essay for the 

Atlantic Monthly, he described the human body in mechanistic 

terms as a wheel, “with two spokes, his legs, and two fragments of 

a tire, his feet.”31 He supported this argument with a number of 

illustrations drawn from stereoscopic views of the streets and pub-

lic places in Paris and New York, each showing various stages of the 

Figure 1. Various illustrations from Oliver Wendell Holmes, “The Human 

Wheel, Its Spokes and Felloes,” Atlantic Monthly (May 1863): 567–80, 

including the “Palmer leg” (upper right).
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act of walking. For Holmes, these studies revealed that walking is 

“a most complex, violent, and perilous operation” involving “a per-

petual falling with a perpetual self-recovery.”32 Holmes’s “falling” 

and “recovery” serves not only as a description of the peculiarities 

of human gait but also as an allegory of a national fall in which the 

body of the amputee veteran and the body politic would, through 

prosthetic technologies, restore lost function and thus testify to the 

essentially American drive of reinvention.33

“War unmakes legs,” Holmes proclaimed, “and human skill

must supply their places as it best may.”34 Suggesting the 

swords-into-plowshares sensibility, Holmes noted that the willow 

tree, “which furnishes the charcoal for the gunpowder that blows 

off limbs,” is also “the wood chosen to supply the loss it has helped 

to occasion.”35 For Holmes, Europe apparently remained compla-

cent with the “odious ‘peg’” while America had begun to distin-

guish itself through its attention to the “well-shaped, intelligent, 

docile limb.”36 Such finely crafted limbs (including the “Palmer 

Leg,” which Holmes praised as “one of the most unquestionable 

triumphs of American ingenuity”)37 served to disavow the ampu-

tation through the creation of a fetish object. If the photograph 

revealed the invisible nature of the human gait as a falling and 

recovery, these relatively graceful prostheses were designed to dis-

place the traumas of war—at least to the degree to which polite 

society need not suffer offense.38 By the turn of the twentieth cen-

tury, however, two factors contributed to a shift away from artificial 

limbs that were simply pleasing in appearance to those that would 

function well in a given situation: the use of moving images for 

therapy and training and the imperative to return veterans to the 

industrial workforce. That is, the prosthesis as aesthetic object 

was well suited to the photographic sensibility of stasis. Once the 

movements of such limbs were recorded in order to determine 

how they adapted to the rapid tempos of modern labor, bodies 

and parts of all kinds were engineered to function as efficiently 

and machinelike as possible.

Contrary to Mitchell, the French physiologist Jules Amar, who 

developed a number of mechanical prostheses during and after 

World War I, argued that the amputee did not experience tingling 

at night but that this sensation “awakens with the memory of indus-

trial or professional life.”39 Thus, the “haunting” of the phantom 

limb could be made to disappear through rehabilitation and reen-

try into the workforce.40 Beyond addressing economic and social 

vulnerabilities, work also held the potential to heal the psychologi-

cal trauma experienced by individual men. Many physicians who 

had studied the phenomenon tended to prescribe rest. Amar, 
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however, viewed idleness as the source of an amputee’s physical and 

psychological pain.41 By enabling the wounded soldier the oppor-

tunity to work, the prosthesis did more, it was believed, than simply 

alleviate the peculiar and troubling sensation of the phantom limb. 

Being productive in peacetime protected the individual from the 

stigma of being a social burden and a feminized victim and was 

believed to aid in psychological recovery. The utilitarian prosthesis 

was, in essence, a way to put the traumas of the war behind and like-

wise reestablish masculine power and agency. As labor in the first 

decades of the twentieth century became increasingly quantified 

and rationalized and as workers and even managers began to push 

back against such alienating mechanization, photographic motion 

studies of amputee veterans made “whole” and productive through 

prostheses and imaging technologies appeared designed to assuage 

anxieties about gender and agency in the machine age.

Both the physical and psychic trauma of World War I became 

subjects of the camera’s analytic gaze and were subsequently envel-

oped in the modern discourse of disability, in which all subjects of 

modernity are “afflicted” with nonoptimal capabilities that require 

intervention. With photographic documentation in the workplace 

and the clinic, symptoms such as tics, shakes, or peculiar gaits 

became increasingly indexed and mapped. The dominant meta-

phors used to describe the effects of neurasthenia, for example, 

reflect the disintegration of perceptual wholeness: “shattered” 

nerves, nervous “breakdown,” “going to pieces,” and “fragmenta-

tion” of the psyche.42 Nonetheless, it was generally accepted that 

humans needed to adapt to the demands of modernity and keep 

up with the mechanical intensification of production. Physiology, 

rationalization, and scientific management attempted to overcome 

perceived physical and psychical shortcomings—even as they nar-

rowed the parameters of what was constituted as a normal, healthy, 

or complete body.

During World War I, Frank Gilbreth served as a motion study 

expert for the U.S. Army, providing training films and develop-

ing systems to detect disloyalty or malingering. More than 200,000 

Americans were disabled in the war, and many had lost limbs. As 

it had been in Europe, the possibility of the amputee’s economic 

dependence on the state or on his family threatened to under-

mine his masculinity. Unlike many rehabilitation professionals 

who evoked pity or sentimentality for the “poor veteran,” Gilbreth 

presented himself as a fellow cripple who nonetheless remained 

capable and manly.43 At a presentation in 1917, he proposed that 

“[w]hen we come to consider the subject closely we see that every 

one of us is in some way a cripple, either through being actually 
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maimed or through having some power or faculty which has not 

been developed or used to the fullest extent.”44 Relating efficiency 

in general to what was widely known as the “crippled soldier 

problem,” Frank and Lillian Gilbreth put forth that recovery and 

optimization alike were simply matters of breaking down each ges-

ture into an analyzable, and hence perfectible, unit. Yet this also 

intensified the perspective that individual idiosyncrasies were mere 

sources of error, as any kind of bodily difference became increas-

ingly visible, problematic, and even pathological.

In addition to formulating a complex taxonomy of gestures 

that they would then chart for the rehabilitation of disabled vet-

erans, the Gilbreths developed the chronocyclegraph, a motion 

capture device in which small lights attached to points on a worker 

leave a trace of specific gestures on a long-exposure photograph. 

Blinking lights would then produce broken lines to indicate the 

precise time of each movement. This often involved a stereoscopic 

camera to convey three-dimensional lines, which would then be 

transcribed by the subject into a wire model that coincided with the 

path of the motion observed.

This concrete object, they claimed, illustrated the wasteful 

affects of habits that needed to be overcome and “makes tangible 
the fact that time is money, and that an unnecessary motion is money lost 

Figure 2. Left: A “phantom picture” made by double exposure showing 

the “total range of movement” of a one-armed typist. Frank B. Gilbreth 

and Lillian M. Gilbreth, “The Problem of the Crippled Soldier: How to 

Put Him on the Pay Roll,” Scientific American Supplement 83, no. 2156 (April 

28, 1917): 261. Right: Chronocyclegraph of Dr. Myrtelle Canavan work-

ing under the direction of Dr. E. E. Southard, head of the Psychopathic 

Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, determining methods of least waste 

in pathological laboratory practice. Frank B. Gilbreth and Lillian M. 

Gilbreth, Motion Study for the Handicapped (London: George Routledge & 

Sons, 1920), 23.
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forever.”45 The systematic interpretation and 3-D construction of 

the photograph was, in effect, a process to program the individual 

according to economic imperatives. Wire models and images of 

smooth, graceful lines displayed an aesthetic of efficiency, but one 

in which the working body itself has been abstracted from the pic-

ture. Such systems reflect what Hillel Schwartz has termed a “new 

kinaesthetic” of the twentieth century that “insists upon rhythm, 

wholeness, fullness, fluidity and a durable connection between the 

bodiliness of the inner core and the outer expressions of the physi-

cal self.”46 The amputee’s functional reconstitution as an integral 

and efficient contributor to a developing information economy 

suggests that the laborer, at least in principle, is always partial or 

incomplete without the paternal guidance of the efficiency expert, 

the structures of disciplined industry, and modern technologies of 

production.

The Digital Capture of the Phantom

Whereas the predominant image of reclaimed masculine agency 

in the 1920s was the veteran at work, the contemporary rhetoric of 

the postindustrial “warrior” emphasizes intense physical exercise 

and competitive sports. When Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, announced plans for the second annual 

Warrior Games, an event launched in 2010 through a joint effort 

between the U.S. Department of Defense and the U.S. Olympic 

Committee, he called it part of an effort “to inspire recovery, capi-

talize on physical fitness, and promote opportunities for growth 

and achievement among those wounded, ill, or injured.”47 He fur-

ther emphasized that athletes who compete in the Warrior Games 

demonstrate that “regardless of circumstance, physical fitness and 

a passion to win remain at the core of our military culture.”48 While 

these values are certainly important “on the battlefield,” he said, 

“they’re also important to the recovery process of our wounded, ill 

and injured troops; because when we focus on abilities rather than 

disabilities, we see that physical fitness and sports can have a heal-

ing effect on the mind, on the body and on the soul.”49 Mullen’s 

comparison of the will to recover with the will to achieve victory 

“on the battlefield” positions the disabled veteran as an eternal war-

rior who continues to persevere; it also implies that the individual’s 

physical capabilities and discipline are integral to military out-

comes—a comforting notion, given the obscurity and disembodied 

complexity of contemporary insurgencies, terrorist organizations, 

digital information gathering, and high-tech weaponry. Ultimately, 
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this emphasis on athletics reframes the disability discourse (of uni-

formity and the “one best way” promoted by the Gilbreths) to focus 

on individual ability.

As part of an effort to treat wounded service members in a 

manner consistent with the emphasis on cutting-edge technology 

and athletically empowered individuals, in 2007 the Walter Reed 

National Military Medical Center opened a 31,000-square-foot, $10 

million training center that provides medical care and rehabilita-

tive services for “Warriors in Transition.”50 The center includes a 

biomechanics lab equipped with a 23-camera Vicon system, that 

can record retroreflective markers placed on patients and their 

prostheses at 120 frames per second as they walk or run, as well as 

one of the first CAREN systems, which combine motion capture 

with a motion base (capable of moving up and down 3 feet and 

angling 18 degrees in any direction) and a projection screen for 

registration, evaluation, and training.51 Developed by the Dutch 

company Motek Medical, the CAREN system is available in three 

configurations: base (8-camera real-time motion-capture system 

and large flat-screen projection system), extended (10-camera 

system and 120- to 180-degree cylindrical screen projection, as 

installed at Walter Reed),52 and high-end (18-camera system and 

spherical dome projection, as installed at the Brook Army Medi-

cal Center). The two higher-end systems also include a dual belt-

instrumented treadmill mounted on the motion base, intended for 

gait and center-of-balance analysis and training.

Emphasizing the system’s “immersive environments,” its D-Flow 

software provides real-time feedback on training progress and can 

project this data from the motion capture onto the screen. The 

patient’s gait parameters can be compared to “indices of optimal 

movement,” and adjustments can be applied on the spot.53 Using 

a controlled environment that the therapist can customize, the sys-

tem incorporates gaming elements (and can even provide a perfor-

mance score), which uses what the system calls “positive feedback” 

to stimulate patients so that “training becomes inspiring and moti-

vational.”54 As Motek Medical claims, “Being immersed in a game 

environment often has an effect where patients stop concentrating 

on their limitations and pain.”55 The motion platform commonly 

reflects the onscreen virtual environment. For example, the “wood-

land path” simulation tilts with the slope of the land. The system 

provides a number of programs that incorporate real-time virtual 

doubling, such as the “body posture” application that prompts the 

patient to mimic the postures of an onscreen figure.

The virtual mirror box (VMB) project, in partnership with Liv-

erpool John Moores University, uses the CAREN system to expand 
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on a device developed by Vilayanur S. Ramachandran: a simple 

mirror visual feedback system for the virtual animation of the miss-

ing limb.56 This optical trick—a mirror placed in the midsagittal 

plane of the body (vertically bisecting human symmetry)—appears 

to reduce PLP and improve movement functions in conditions 

characterized by asymmetrical movement control. However, the 

physical mirror is only capable of showing parallel movements of 

limbs in real time, and typically while sitting. While several studies 

have explored the use of augmented and virtual reality for treating 

PLP,57 few have been able to capture the patient’s gait. Gabor J. Bar-

ton and coauthors aimed to overcome this limitation by testing the 

manipulation of visual biofeedback during gait with a time-delayed 

adaptive VMB to ensure temporal congruency with the impaired 

limb.58

For their experiment, Barton and coauthors placed forty-

seven motion-capture markers on a transfemoral (above-the-knee) 

amputee, who was then recorded by sixteen Vicon MX cameras as 

he walked on a treadmill using his artificial limb. In the VMB, the 

screen projects an avatar wearing a tight black body suit as a “vir-

tual mirror” facing the patient in order to provide visual feedback 

while walking. The D-Flow software mirrors the arm and/or leg of 

a selected side in place of the other side, effectively inscribing over 

the lost or damaged parts of the body. To achieve phase-shifted 

movement of the patient’s gait, the software calculates the duration 

of previous steps. However, it does not simply delay the mirrored 

side by 50 percent of the gait cycle, as this would give the patient 

Figure 3. Motek Medical’s CAREN (Computer Assisted Rehabilitation 

Environment) High End system. Right: A subject demonstrating the 

delayed gait of the “virtual mirror box.”
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the illusion of a perfectly symmetrical gait and likely cause a mis-

match between the physical and virtual movement. Instead, move-

ments are temporally “morphed” so that each physical and virtual 

step on the mirrored side remains synchronized.59 Thus, the virtu-

ally mirrored figure can project an image of a reconstituted body, 

but it must nevertheless reflect the actual embodied movement or 

duration of the patient. The VMB attempts to animate the phan-

tom limb and prosthesis as if it were an intact limb through a kind 

of visual and somatic trickery, whereby the patient sees her or his 

self as whole and thus ultimately feels intact.

Medical and scientific animations often depict objects that are 

invisible or incomprehensible to the human eye. The VMB and 

other motion-capture therapies serve a somewhat different pur-

pose: they render arms, legs, hands, and feet as they should exist 

in relation to the normative human body. Capturing the patient’s 

motion, extrapolating its data, and then projecting an image back 

to him or her within an immersive and distracting environment, 

these systems present images of the body that aim to draw the 

patient’s attention outside the self in a state of ecstatic absence.

Like the long-exposure photograph, or chronocyclegraph, of 

the Gilbreths, which abstracts the moving body into a streamlined 

light trace, the CAREN system registers corporeal movements that 

are otherwise too minute or fleeting to the eye. This mediation 

dematerializes the body into a series of parts within a rational sys-

tem that are subsequently analyzed and redelivered back to the 

patient. These spectacular new systems, like the devices and pro-

cesses of the past, foreground the subject’s potential by animating 

motions that may or may not coincide with the limits of the body; 

they also demonstrate that medical technologies, doctors, engi-

neers, and government agencies are capable of reconstituting the 

disabled veteran as a functional “whole.” Having explored some of 

the ways in which these processes of imaging and rationalization 

contribute to rhetorics of reintegration and agency for the patient 

and body politic, I next briefly consider how real-time motion cap-

ture complicates embodied presence—as it both breaks the body 

into a series of parts and refigures it as a part of an imaging sys-

tem—and thus challenges the notions of human agency that are 

central to the icon of the enabled wounded warrior.

The Phantom of the Capture

The phantom limb complicates signification and eludes character-

ization. Even as the brain (now commonly determined to be the 
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location of phantom sensations) becomes mapped, peculiarities of 

the phenomena, and of PLP in particular, are recalcitrant and elu-

sive to medical technology and discourse. Motion capture may grant 

insight because it graphs human duration and projects a refigured 

body schema back to the patient, but this digitized figure is itself 

phantasmagoric. Tanine Allison interprets motion capture as a 

form of translation between the recorded body and its digital form; 

it is not simply a conversion from one “language” to another—a 

seamless recording and (re)encoding of a body—but also “the con-

veyance of people or objects from one place to another, as well as 

the change in substance from one thing to another.”60 Noting an 

archaic use of the term “translation” that denotes the passage of 

a person to heaven without death, Allison likens motion capture 

to a kind of metamorphosis once attributed to the supernatural, 

for it seems a work of magic, recording ephemeral motions out of 

thin air, transforming them into an invisible force, and transmit-

ting them to another space and form.61 If motion capture helps to 

establish new body images, it does so because it translates or trans-

poses from, to, and between the body, code, and image.

For Drew Ayers, who has analyzed performance capture’s 

implementation for remote surgery, the process penetrates the 

materiality of the body in order to reconstitute that material-

ity elsewhere.62 When the subject is captured, transmitted, and 

recoded into another body (as either a robotic surgeon or a digital 

avatar), this doubling engenders what he characterizes as a “mul-

tilocal” experience, “the dispersion of authorial control across the 

human-machine assemblage, and a reinforcement of embodied 

experience despite an embrace of cultural fantasies of the disem-

bodiment of information.”63 As actors view their digital avatars, and 

as surgeons manipulate their robotic counterpart, neither is reduc-

ible to the other; they form an assemblage. For real-time gait and 

center-of-balance therapy, such homeostatic feedback loops would 

ideally produce stability within the patient-prosthesis-avatar system 

by becoming his or her postural habit.

While real-time digital encoding and animation is ontologi-

cally and phenomenologically distinct from the analog cinematic 

and photographic motion studies that preceded it, Walter Benja-

min understood that the subject before a camera is analogous to a 

patient before a surgeon or psychotechnical expert. Enabling the 

perception of the body’s micromotions—in terms of pathological 

tics or minor but inefficient eccentricities—the camera introduces, 

to use Benjamin’s term, the optical unconscious, just as psycho-

analysis discovered unconscious impulses. According to Benjamin, 

it appears that
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a different nature opens itself to the camera than opens to the naked 

eye—if only because an unconsciously penetrated space is substituted for 

a space consciously explored by man. Even if one has a general knowl-

edge of the way people walk, one knows nothing of a person’s posture 

during the fractional second of a stride. The act of reaching for a lighter 

or a spoon is familiar routine, yet we hardly know what really goes on 

between hand and metal, not to mention how this fluctuates with our 

moods.64

The camera intervenes with interruptions and isolations, exten-

sions and accelerations, enlargements and reductions.65 For Ben-

jamin, the psychoanalytic and optical unconscious are intimately 

linked. Because the camera can capture aspects of reality that lie 

outside the normal spectrum of sense impressions, “many of the 

deformations and stereotypes, transformations and catastrophes 

which can assail the optical world in films afflict the actual world in 

psychoses, hallucinations, and dreams.”66 The analytical eye of the 

camera bridges the physical and psychic, objects and their phan-

toms; it also fosters the convergence of art and science, which Ben-

jamin hoped would become a means to counter the catastrophic 

effects of technology that had come to a head in World War I.

Unlike the theatrical performer, Benjamin notes, the film 

actor performs for the apparatus, before specialists, such as the 

cinematographer or director, who can intervene at any time and 

split the actor’s performance into a series of episodes to be assem-

bled. Benjamin develops this observation from the dramatist Luigi 

Pirandello, who argues that the film actor becomes exiled from his 

own person:

With a vague unease, he senses an inexplicable void, stemming from 

the fact that his body has lost its substance, that he has been volatilized, 

stripped of his reality, his life, his voice, the noises he makes when moving 

about, and has been turned into a mute image that flickers for a moment 

on the screen, then vanishes into silence.67

The camera’s subject, under frame-by-frame (or node-by-node) 

analysis, falls under the medical gaze—but only to the extent that 

the body as captured image functions as an apparition. In turn, ani-

mated images of phantom limbs appear to shape (and normalize 

and contain) the sensed or sensible body schema of the amputee.

The cinematographically analyzed worker and the digitally 

tracked athlete are both subjects of imaging systems that parse 

otherwise imperceptible deviations from an optimal performance 

and unveil these as pathologies to be modulated. In such real-time 
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feedback virtual image therapies as the CAREN system, the motion-

captured and animated double refigures the patient as and through 

a process of high-tech self-regulation that internalizes the body as 

image into the postural schema. These aesthetics are character-

ized by efficiency and control: the patient is rendered liminal, an 

uncanny image between flesh and phantom. The long-exposure 

chronocyclegraph summons immobile ghosts; the data points and 

vectors of the motion-capture image invoke a danse macabre. Anima-

tion and representation in general indicate displaced subjects as 

indexes of a distant time and place. But motion-capture imaging 

systems overwrite the damaged and traumatized body and insist 

on new and normalized parameters of possibility. While the phan-

tom limb is thought to be a projection on the rewired brain of the 

amputee in which presence resonates despite—and indeed because 
of—absence, motion capture reconstitutes the amputee as a func-

tional whole by erasing material presence as well as the distinctions 

between body and machine. These processes assert their techno-

logical mastery by quantifying lived duration and by reanimating 

the wounded warrior as an embodiment of overcoming. If motion 

capture entails a translation of the vital body into rationalized indi-

ces, animation, true to its roots in animare, promises to instill the 

subject with a spectacular life.
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